
HAVE GERMAN WILL TRAVEL WEIHNACHTEN 

"Bei uns ist immer was los!" 

WEIHNACHTSMARKTE-CHRISTMAS MARKETS 

market: der Markt, die Markte 
Christmas market: der Weihnachtsmarkt, die Weihnachtsmarkte 

TIP OF THE WEEK: YOUR GUIDE TO VISITING 
GERMANY'S CHRISTMAS MARKETS 

2) Check ALL the weather: 

You will be spending several hours walking outside (comfortable shoes alert!). Check the 

temperatures of both your planned arrival and departure times. Make sure to note any rain or snow 

showers in between. Dress accordingly. Bring an extra scarf, glove liners or heat packs as 

temperatures can change drastically. 

3) Look First, Buy Later: 

Tour the entire market first, then circle back to buy the items you've had your eye on. Many vendors 

sell the same types of goods and you might find something similar you like better, in a more 

desirable color or at a lower price at another booth. The exceptior::i is the "one left" policy. If there is 

only one unique item left, and you love it, purchase immediately. 

4) Gear Up: 

Wear a cross body bag that protects and provides easy access to mobile, money, tickets, maps and 

personal essentials like antibacterial wipes. Hang DSLR cameras around your neck. A lightweight 

large backpack can store an umbrella, extra clothing layers and a few lightweight shopping bags 

with long handles. The handle length makes the bags easy to sling over your shoulder. 

If you visit another attractions that don't allow backpacks, you can check it and still have all of your 

valuables in the cross body bag. 

5) Bring Small Money: 
-

It goes without saying that you should bring along cash to Christmas markets, even though some 

more upscale ones will now accept cards for more expensive purchases such as jewelry. There will 

often be ATM machines on hand, as well, but with a steep fee. 

Vendors appreciate not having to constantly break large bills. Carry small denominations of of 

cash. This also speeds up the process of paying if there is a line at the booth. A time saver for 

everyone involved. 


